An ontogenic study of focal seizure induced by penicillin injection into sensorimotor area in rats.
The ontogenic development of focal seizure activity induced by penicillin injection into the unilateral sensorimotor area of rats was investigated in neonate, young, and weaning-through-adulthood groups. In the neonate group, the latency to the onset of repetitive isolated discharges (RIDs) was the longest. RIDs appeared in other structures simultaneously with the focus sensorimotor area, but their amplitude remained low compared to that in the focus. In the young group, RIDs and sustained high frequency discharges (SHDs) occurred. The latency to onset of RIDs was the shortest. RIDs propagated into subcortical structures more quickly than in the weaning-through-adulthood group, but their amplitude remained low in other structures. SHDs of high amplitude occurred in the ipsilateral subcortical structures simultaneously with those in the focus. In the weaning-through-adulthood group, the onset of SHDs was shorter and the frequency of SHDs was greater than those in the young group. RIDs and SHDs appeared in the focus sensorimotor area first and propagated to the ipsilateral caudate putamen, the medial nucleus of the thalamus, and the contralateral sensorimotor area at the early stage of seizures. Thereafter they propagated to other cortical and subcortical structures. These results suggest the following. A well-developed neocortex is needed for generation of SHDs as opposed to RIDs. In the young group, the ipsilateral subcortical structures play an important role in the generation of focal motor seizure. Following maturation, the bilateral sensorimotor areas, ipsilateral caudate putamen, and ipsilateral medial nucleus of the thalamus seem to increase in importance in producing the focal motor seizures.